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The True Justice of a Just God
In God's Battalions, award-winning author Rodney
Stark takes on the long-held view that the Crusades
were the first round of European colonialism,
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conducted for land, loot, and converts by barbarian
Christians who victimized the cultivated Muslims. To
the contrary, Stark argues that the Crusades were the
first military response to unwarranted Muslim terrorist
aggression. Stark reviews the history of the seven
major Crusades from 1095 to 1291, demonstrating
that the Crusades were precipitated by Islamic
provocations, centuries of bloody attempts to colonize
the West, and sudden attacks on Christian pilgrims
and holy places. Although the Crusades were initiated
by a plea from the pope, Stark argues that this had
nothing to do with any elaborate design of the
Christian world to convert all Muslims to Christianity
by force of arms. Given current tensions in the Middle
East and terrorist attacks around the world, Stark's
views are a thought-provoking contribution to our
understanding and are sure to spark debate.

The Language of God
Is there evidence for the existence of God? Is
evolution true and if so, is evolution compatible with
Christianity? These questions face not only students
each year but also our modern society as a whole.
The answers to these questions are important
because they will determine our understanding of
nature and our relationship with God. Dr. Turner in his
book, Discovering God and His Creation, focuses on
these two questions. He tells of his lifelong journey in
the worlds of faith, science and evolution and what he
has discovered as he searched for answers. He
outlines the overwhelming evidence for both the
existence of God and evolution and explains how
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nature cannot be understood without evolution. He
reveals that the solution to the faith and science
dilemma lies in a deeper understanding of the
Christian belief that God is a father. Dr. Turner's
journey began with the influence of a father and, after
completion of graduate studies in evolutionary
biology and medical school, ended with his realization
that evolution is more compatible with Christianity
than any other explanation for nature. The reasons
behind Dr. Turner's conclusion are enlightening and
will provide a long sought for answer to the standoff
between faith and science.

From Sea to Shining Sea for Young
Readers (Discovering God's Plan for
America Book #2)
The human spirit seems incapable of being stagnant,
ever pushing the boundaries of knowledge and
experience. We try to understand life through
questions regarding our own existence, the nature of
the universe, and the nature of God. The question of
our collective heart is the external manifestation of an
internal longing--a quest, if you will. This thirst to
understand reality can be seen in superstructures that
are scientific, social, political, and especially religious.
When considering the doctrines, institutions, and
rituals of religions, we observe certain core
aspirations expressed by the people of these
communities. These aspirations generate from an
underlying quest which seeks a way out of our
perceived predicament: a salvific quest. Regardless of
whether we view ourselves as religious, pre-religious,
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post-religious, or non-religious, we find ourselves
involved in such a quest; it seems to be an integral
part of our human personhood. Using a unique
framework of analysis, this book explores Christ's
relevance to the quest expressed by the communities
of eight major living religions--a relevance that
neither degrades Christ nor demeans other "saviors."
Christ is not part of the human quest, but is well
equipped to satisfy that quest.

The Quest
Subtitle on cover: How the ancient Chinese worshiped
the God of the Bible.

Soul Whisperer
Native is about identity, soul-searching, and the neverending journey of finding ourselves and finding God.
As both a citizen of the Potawatomi Nation and a
Christian, Kaitlin Curtice offers a unique perspective
on these topics. In this book, she shows how
reconnecting with her Potawatomi identity both
informs and challenges her faith. Curtice draws on her
personal journey, poetry, imagery, and stories of the
Potawatomi people to address themes at the forefront
of today's discussions of faith and culture in a positive
and constructive way. She encourages us to embrace
our own origins and to share and listen to each
other's stories so we can build a more inclusive and
diverse future. Each of our stories matters for the
church to be truly whole. As Curtice shares what it
means to experience her faith through the lens of her
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Indigenous heritage, she reveals that a vibrant
spirituality has its origins in identity, belonging, and a
sense of place.

Islamist Terrorism and Militancy in
Indonesia
Why do we exist? Why is there something rather than
nothing? Designed to Evolve examines the question of
existence in light of modern science. From the birth of
the universe 13.8 billion years ago, to the intricacy of
the DNA molecule, nature is explored at the most
fundamental level. Two possible explanations emerge.
Are we the result of chance or designed for a
purpose? There has never been a time when more
information on origins has been available. Now we
can probe this question and take a critical look at the
nature of existence. In the end, the evidence for
purpose prevails.In this book big bang cosmology,
particle physics, natural history, and biology are
analyzed in a vivid chronology of the universe,
revealing the beauty of creation and making the
sciences of origin comprehensible to the non-scientist.
Designed to Evolve presents a compelling depiction of
creation that is supported by modern science.

The Romans and Their World
It can no longer be assumed that most people--or
even most Christians--have a basic understanding of
the Bible. Many don't know the difference between
the Old and New Testament, and even the more wellknown biblical figures are often misunderstood. It is
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getting harder to talk about Jesus accurately and
compellingly because listeners have no proper
context with which to understand God's story of
redemption. In this basic introduction to faith, D. A.
Carson takes seekers, new Christians, and small
groups through the big story of Scripture. He helps
readers to know what they believe and why they
believe it. The companion leader's guide helps
evangelistic study groups, small groups, and Sunday
school classes make the best use of this book in
group settings.

Crisis and Emergency Management and
Preparedness for the African-American
Church Community
Winner of the 2008 Christianity Today Award of Merit
in Theology/Ethics The History of God In Discovering
God, award-winning sociologist Rodney Stark presents
a monumental history of the origins of the great
religions from the Stone Age to the Modern Age and
wrestles with the central questions of religion and
belief.

God's Battalions
Discovering God sets out to answer the most
important question anybody can ask: what is God
like? We build our lives on our concept of God;
therefore it is vitally important that we know him as
he really is. Discovering God uses the Bible to explain
in everyday language what God has to tell us about
himself. This book will take you on an exciting
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adventure, with fascinating and life-changing insights
into the nature of God. Knowing God is the greatest
thing that can happen to you. Discovering God will
help you know him better. Dr Roger Aubrey is part of
the leadership of All Nations Church based in Cardiff,
South Wales. He was born and raised in the city and is
a graduate of its University, gaining a Doctorate and a
Master's Degree in Christian Theology. Roger was
Principal of Covenant College between 1994 and
1998, and, from 2002 to 2008, was Principal of
Covenant School of Ministries, School of the Word. An
acknowledged and popular teacher, Roger travels
extensively; his ministry is characterised by a
marrying together of theological truth and practical
application. His first book, The Circle of Life, was
published in 2007, and you can visit his website at
www.rogeraubrey.com. Roger is married to Dianne
and they have two children.

Oil, God, and Gold
Draws on new scholarship and statistical information
to challenge popular beliefs about early Christianity,
addressing such topics as the purpose of Gnosticism,
Paul's efforts to convert Jews, and the dissolution of
paganism. By the author of The Rise of Christianity.
30,000 first printing.

Jesus Was Not a Christian
An eye-opening journey into America's past.
Documents how much of the "history" that Americans
have been taught in public and private schools and
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promoted in establishment history texts is at the
least, distorted; at worst, it is myth. Before America
became a land of predominantly English Protestants,
it was a land explored and settled by Irish, Scottish,
Spanish, and French Catholics. This work documents
that the first known explorers, pioneers, and settlers
of America were Catholic. Of the 48 Continental
States, Catholics settled first in thirty-three, while
Protestants were first in only fifteen. For example: Did
you know:-that there were settlements by Catholics in
New England before the Pilgrims arrived in 1620?-that
Catholics had explored and established settlements in
Georgia, the Carolinas, and Virginia before Jamestown
was settled in 1607?-that Catholics had celebrated
the truly first Thanksgiving feast in America eighty
years before the Pilgrims did?

Discovering God in Science
Drawing upon insights from the natural and social
sciences, this book puts forth a provocative new
argument that the violent Islamist threat in Indonesia
today derives its stubborn resilience from being in
essence a complex, adaptive and self-organizing
system – or what some specialists might even call a
super-organism. The book challenges the popular
assumption that ideology is the root cause that
explains why Indonesian Islamists radicalize into
violent extremism. In addition it addresses why
despite years of intense security force pressure,
seemingly disparate militant cells keep ‘popping up’
like the proverbial hydra - and in the apparent
absence of a centralized coordinating body,
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nevertheless appear to display an organic
interconnectivity with one another. Going beyond
standard ideological mantras the book argues that
fresh inter-disciplinary thinking is needed to cope with
the constantly mutating violent Islamist challenge in
Indonesia, and puts forth a comprehensive strategy
for doing so. It will be of interest to academics and
students of terrorism, religion and violence in the
Southeast Asian region.

The Hospitality of God
Presents the true story of a woman who endured the
murder of her family as a result of genocide in
Rwanda and turned to prayer for strength, love, and
forgiveness.

Discovering Old Testament Origins
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays
Jesus as an enigmatic figure, struggling with enemies,
his inner and external demons, and with his devoted
but disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his
parables are obscure, to be explained secretly to his
followers. With an introduction by Nick Cave

Native
"This then is the message which we have heard of
him, and declare unto you, that God is light, and in
him is no darkness at all."-1 John 1:5 Is there really a
God who is composed of love and true light? Are
catastrophes, natural disasters, and calamities-what
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we consider acts of God-examples of God's justice or
the result of spiritual warfare? The True Justice of a
Just God: Discovering God's Redemptive Plan for
Mankind takes a deep look into God's very nature to
answer these and many other questions about God
from the past and present and through eternity.With
an in-depth exploration of the Scriptures, author
Lawrence A. Panarello offers you biblically based
answers that will surprise even Christians familiar
with the Old and New Testaments. Panarello uniquely
combines the ideas from Genesis to Revelation to
share God's redemptive plan for mankind, a lesson
certain to thrill those seeking God's true nature.The
True Justice of a Just God will lighten your heart today
and give you a lively hope for tomorrow, allowing you
to view God and life from a heavenly perspective and
discover peace in your soul.

Story in the Stars
African Origins of Monotheism recasts an African
knowledge of God in a new and original way. It aims
to recapture concepts of God as originally reflected
upon by pristine African religious thinkers. Muzorewa
is seeking after the traditional African understandings
of the Divine, which trace their origins back before
the rise of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
Monotheism, he maintains, is the ancient view of God,
ubiquitous across the continent of Africa; indeed,
monotheism comes "out of Africa." The book
challenges the way that the idea of God has been
manipulated by Eurocentric agendas, by colonizers,
enslavers, and empire builders, all of whom were
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using God-talk to achieve their own personal ends. In
African thinking, the God concept is guided by a sense
of the presence of the all-pervasive and omnipresent
God, which has instilled in the people a sense of
respect for life at all costs. Thus, respect is not based
on a commandment or on fear but on a propensity for
affinity.

The Victory of Reason
Finding Zero
From the very beginning it would seem that God had
a plan for America. From its discovery by Europeans
to its settlement, from the Revolution to Manifest
Destiny, from the stirrings of civil unrest to civil war,
America was on a path. In our pluralistic world, when
textbooks are being rewritten in ways that obscure
the Judeo-Christian beginnings of our country, the
books in the Discovering God's Plan for America series
help ground young readers in a distinctly evangelical
way of understanding early American history. As
young readers look at their nation's development
from God's point of view, they will begin to have a
clearer idea of how much we owe to a very few--and
how much is still at stake. These engaging books
bring history alive in a way that will inspire young
people to do their important part in shaping this
nation into the future.

Hindu Gods
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Why does God exist? How have the three dominant
monotheistic religions—Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam—shaped and altered the conception of God?
How have these religions influenced each other? In
this stunningly intelligent book, Karen Armstrong, one
of Britain's foremost commentators on religious
affairs, traces the history of how men and women
have perceived and experienced God, from the time
of Abraham to the present. The epic story begins with
the Jews' gradual transformation of pagan idol
worship in Babylon into true monotheism—a concept
previously unknown in the world. Christianity and
Islam both rose on the foundation of this
revolutionary idea, but these religions refashioned
'the One God' to suit the social and political needs of
their followers. From classical philosophy and
medieval mysticism to the Reformation, Karen
Armstrong performs the near miracle of distilling the
intellectual history of monotheism into one superbly
readable volume, destined to take its place as a
classic. Praise for History of God “An admirable and
impressive work of synthesis that will give insight and
satisfaction to thousands of lay readers.”—The
Washington Post Book World “A brilliantly lucid,
spendidly readable book. [Karen] Armstrong has a
dazzling ability: she can take a long and complex
subject and reduce it to the fundamentals, without
oversimplifying.”—The Sunday Times (London)
“Absorbing . . . A lode of learning.”—Time “The most
fascinating and learned study of the biggest wild
goose chase in history—the quest for God. Karen
Armstrong is a genius.”—A.N. Wilson, author of Jesus:
A Life
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The God Hypothesis
Using company files, government documents, and
personal interviews, the author recounts the
unceasing diplomatic and corporate efforts to gain
access to the enormous resources under the vast
Arab desert

Discovering God
An in-depth look at the powerful story and symbolism
behind God's unique design of our universe.
Thousands of words have been written about the first
ten words in the Bible: "In the beginning, God created
the heavens and the earth," a simple and profound
statement that has ignited a firestorm of debate and
controversy. People often only focus on the "how" and
"when" of creation, but Story in the Stars explores the
"why." Why did God create such a vast universe? Why
did He choose the sun and moon to light our paths?
Why did He design images with stars in the night sky?
The Bible is very clear when it states that God
created, named, and positioned all of the stars of the
universe in their place in a very specific way-a way
that tells us the greatest story ever to be told. In Luke
21:25 Jesus says, "There will be signs in the sun,
moon and stars." Signs are meant to point us towards
something: Jesus. Story in the Stars takes an in-depth
look at the Bible and all the signs God mapped out
through constellations, planets, and even the way the
Earth is tilted. We are uniquely designed by God, and
He loves us so much that He ensured a way for all
inhabitants of the earth, through all of time, to see
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the messages of salvation and redemption that He
painted in the stars.

Designed to Evolve
Four years after his daughter was abducted and
evidence of her murder was found in an abandoned
shack, a man returns to the shack in response to a
note claiming to be from God, and has a life-changing
experience.

Cities of God
The God Hypothesis seeks to reverse the profound
misunderstanding that science has disproved the
existence of God. Drawing on the fairy tale of
Goldilocks and The Three Bears, Michael A. Corey
believes that the "just right" conditions that created
life on earth provide overwhelming evidence of an
Intelligent Designer at work.

Religious Hostility
We must recover the foundation and root of our faith
in order to have an accurate understanding of God's
purpose for Israel as well as His purpose for the
Church. "Jesus Was Not A Christian" was written to
help recover that most-important foundation. An
insufficient grasp of this crucial fact will not only
marginalize Jesus' mission while on earth but will also
marginalize our call as the Church to provoke Israel to
jealousy. Jesus did not come to earth and shed His
blood to start a new religion called Christianity; He
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came to fulfill the Scriptures as the Messiah of Israel
and the Savior of the world.

The Gospel According to Mark
Did the Big Bang create the universe? Did life start by
chance, all without a cause? Does God exist? New
discoveries in science are now pointing to the need
for a Creator to explain the unexplainable. Science is
observing that many features of our universe could
not have happened purely by chance. Despite the
academic dominance of philosophical naturalism and
materialism, many scientists are bravely putting forth
the God Hypothesis as an alternate theory to the
origin of the universe. Yet many students are being
bombarded by unbiblical theories when they go to
school, and they are thus losing their faith in God. In
events like these, it is important to know how to
articulate a Christian worldview. If you are interested
in a cutting-edge debate between science and
religion, then Discovering God in Science is a mustread. Join new author Charles E. Steele as he offers
insight into this ongoing debate. Discovering God in
Science is sure to equip, encourage, and guide
students of all ages in their faith in the Creator.
Charles E. Steele has had a lifelong interest in
astronomy and science. He graduated from the
University of Cincinnati with a B.S. in industrial
design. In 1969 he joined the U.S. Air Force, where he
was stationed at Ramstein A.B., West Germany. His
interest in science and technology has allowed him to
be awarded 11 U.S. Patents. He has been listed in
Who's Who in the Midwest. He currently lives in
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Michigan with his wife and mother, where he remains
semi-active as a design consultant.

Discovering A Lost Heritage: the Catholic
Origins of America
Hospitality has been practiced by the people of God
dating back through the entire Old Testament
(Consider Abraham and Lot). Today, many of those
practices are still in place throughout much of the
Middle East. God, however, has called the whole
church to participate in Kingdom hospitality. In fact, it
is an integral part of the culture of the Kingdom of
God. Kingdom hospitality encompasses much more
than simply hosting people out of the kindness of our
hearts. This book is a journey into the heart, attitude
and mindset of the hospitality of God and the
beginning of a life of Kingdom hospitality. Through an
exploration of Scripture, culture and calling, you'll
discover the beauty of Kingdom hospitality and its
importance in the expression of our Christian faith.

What Americans Really Believe
What if we changed the face of evangelism? In a time
when so many have a negative perception of
evangelism, what if a new model was entirely biblical,
loaded with skills, and more effective? Soul Whisperer
shifts the emphasis from "telling" to a "drawing"
paradigm. It develops biblically the pattern of Jesus,
who did not give static presentations but rather
customized his words to each hearer. By learning his
ways, our words, too, can have pinpointed impact!
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Christians will discover how to draw out first, in order
to read their friends and discern the relevant appeal
of the gospel. In this way, the style is far more
dynamic. It adapts! Understanding the non-believer's
unique starting point will determine a distinct path. By
creating a conversation about spiritual influence and
what is involved in faith formation, this book charts
ways for Christians to go deeper in evangelistic
relationships. Most importantly, Soul Whisperer
infuses skills that will shape a more Christ-likened
missional disciple.

Christ and the Caesars
Hindu gods serve mankind with compassion and
devotion, breathing wisdom into every aspect of life.
This exquisitely illustrated book presents profiles of
30 deitiesfrom the powerful triad of Brahma the
creator, Vishnu the preserver, and Shiva the
destroyer, to the colorful supporting cast of gods such
as Ganesha and Saraswati. Author Priya Hemenway
tells the stories of how these gods came to be, how
theyre worshipped, and how they remain forever alive
in the hearts of those who seek to know themselves.

A History of God
In these challenging times, the resident population
served by the predominantly African-American church
demands and deserves specific attention in order to
preserve the uniquely cohesive nature of the AfricanAmerican community. While this work is specifically
focused on one local church community, there is a
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shared hope among church members, clergy, civic
and lay professionals, and the Samuel DeWitt Proctor
School of Theology that this project will serve as a
model for success beyond its local audience. This
work was conceived to help mitigate growing
environmental and social concerns beyond traditional
emergencies--such as floods, hurricanes, tornadoes,
severe weather, and power outages--imposed upon
communities already strained by economic and social
inequities. This book is designed to provide guidance
on crisis and emergency preparedness by offering an
example of how a church or similar institution may
undertake the task of setting up an appropriate
emergency planning structure for its congregation
and community.

African Origins of Monotheism
Western history would be unrecognizable had it not
been for people who believed in One True God. There
would have been wars, but no religious wars. There
would have been moral codes, but no
Commandments. Had the Jews been polytheists, they
would today be only another barely remembered
people, less important, but just as extinct as the
Babylonians. Had Christians presented Jesus to the
Greco-Roman world as ''another'' God, their faith
would long since have gone the way of Mithraism.
And surely Islam would never have made it out of the
desert had Muhammad not removed Allah from the
context of Arab paganism and proclaimed him as the
only God. The three great monotheisms changed
everything. With his customary clarity and vigor,
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Rodney Stark explains how and why monotheism has
such immense power both to unite and to divide. Why
and how did Jews, Christians, and Muslims missionize,
and when and why did their efforts falter? Why did
both Christianity and Islam suddenly become less
tolerant of Jews late in the eleventh century,
prompting outbursts of mass murder? Why were the
Jewish massacres by Christians concentrated in the
cities along the Rhine River, and why did the pogroms
by Muslims take place mainly in Granada? How could
the Jews persist so long as a minority faith, able to
withstand intense pressures to convert? Why did they
sometimes assimilate? In the final chapter, Stark also
examines the American experience to show that it is
possible for committed monotheists to sustain norms
of civility toward one another. A sweeping social
history of religion, One True God shows how the great
monotheisms shaped the past and created the
modern world.

Discovering God and His Creation
The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is
universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now, worldclass literary writers introduce the book of the King
James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the
Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and
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remind us of its overwhelming contemporary
relevance.

The God Who Is There
Based on an analysis of religious atrocities occurring
during 2012, assesses religious hatred and
intolerance around the world, examining why it occurs
and whether its prevalence can be reduced.

Mind of God
The Gospel According to John
'Discovering Old Testament Origins' tackles the many
questions students ask when reading the books of
Genesis, Exodus and Samuel for the first time. Dr.
Ralph writes clearly, using easily understood terms for
anyone asking mature questions about the Old
Testament. The book is an ideal text for beginning the
study of the Old Testament, and is especially geared
to discussion format.

Left to Tell
The invention of numerals is perhaps the greatest
abstraction the human mind has ever created.
Virtually everything in our lives is digital, numerical,
or quantified. The story of how and where we got
these numerals, which we so depend on, has for
thousands of years been shrouded in mystery. Finding
Zero is an adventure filled saga of Amir Aczel's
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lifelong obsession: to find the original sources of our
numerals. Aczel has doggedly crisscrossed the
ancient world, scouring dusty, moldy texts, cross
examining so-called scholars who offered wildly
differing sets of facts, and ultimately penetrating
deep into a Cambodian jungle to find a definitive
proof. Here, he takes the reader along for the ride.
The history begins with the early Babylonian
cuneiform numbers, followed by the later Greek and
Roman letter numerals. Then Aczel asks the key
question: where do the numbers we use today, the socalled Hindu-Arabic numerals, come from? It is this
search that leads him to explore uncharted territory,
to go on a grand quest into India, Thailand, Laos,
Vietnam, and ultimately into the wilds of Cambodia.
There he is blown away to find the earliest zero—the
keystone of our entire system of numbers—on a
crumbling, vine-covered wall of a seventh-century
temple adorned with eaten-away erotic sculptures.
While on this odyssey, Aczel meets a host of
fascinating characters: academics in search of truth,
jungle trekkers looking for adventure, surprisingly
honest politicians, shameless smugglers, and
treacherous archaeological thieves—who finally
reveal where our numbers come from.

One True God
"What Americans Really Believe" gives a detailed,
comprehensive often surprising snapshot of the most
current impulses in American religion . . . confirm[ing]
that about 95 percent of the American population is
interested in religion and spirituality. --George H.
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Gallup Jr.
By Things Seen, Reference and
Recognition in Medieval Thought
Many books have been written about the success of
the West, analyzing why Europe was able to pull
ahead of the rest of the world by the end of the
Middle Ages. The most common explanations cite the
West’s superior geography, commerce, and
technology. Completely overlooked is the fact that
faith in reason, rooted in Christianity’s commitment to
rational theology, made all these developments
possible. Simply put, the conventional wisdom that
Western success depended upon overcoming religious
barriers to progress is utter nonsense. In The Victory
of Reason, Rodney Stark advances a revolutionary,
controversial, and long overdue idea: that Christianity
and its related institutions are, in fact, directly
responsible for the most significant intellectual,
political, scientific, and economic breakthroughs of
the past millennium. In Stark’s view, what has
propelled the West is not the tension between secular
and nonsecular society, nor the pitting of science and
the humanities against religious belief. Christian
theology, Stark asserts, is the very font of reason:
While the world’s other great belief systems
emphasized mystery, obedience, or introspection,
Christianity alone embraced logic and reason as the
path toward enlightenment, freedom, and progress.
That is what made all the difference. In explaining the
West’s dominance, Stark convincingly debunks longaccepted “truths.” For instance, by contending that
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capitalism thrived centuries before there was a
Protestant work ethic–or even Protestants–he
counters the notion that the Protestant work ethic
was responsible for kicking capitalism into overdrive.
In the fifth century, Stark notes, Saint Augustine
celebrated theological and material progress and the
institution of “exuberant invention.” By contrast, long
before Augustine, Aristotle had condemned
commercial trade as “inconsistent with human
virtue”–which helps further underscore that
Augustine’s times were not the Dark Ages but the
incubator for the West’s future glories. This is a
sweeping, multifaceted survey that takes readers
from the Old World to the New, from the past to the
present, overturning along the way not only centuries
of prejudiced scholarship but the antireligious bias of
our own time. The Victory of Reason proves that what
we most admire about our world–scientific progress,
democratic rule, free commerce–is largely due to
Christianity, through which we are all inheritors of this
grand tradition.

Finding God in Ancient China
A physicist uses science and philosophy to answer the
ancient, unsolvable question: why does the universe
exist?

The Shack
Dr Francis S. Collins, head of the Human Genome
Project, is one of the world's leading scientists,
working at the cutting edge of the study of DNA, the
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code of life. Yet he is also a man of unshakable faith
in God. How does he reconcile the seemingly
unreconcilable? In THE LANGUAGE OF GOD he
explains his own journey from atheism to faith, and
then takes the reader on a stunning tour of modern
science to show that physics, chemistry and biology -indeed, reason itself -- are not incompatible with
belief. His book is essential reading for anyone who
wonders about the deepest questions of all: why are
we here? How did we get here? And what does life
mean?

Discovering God
An armchair survey of 1200 years of Roman history,
with an emphasis on the daily life and culture
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